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Introducing myself



What kind of organisation is De Binnenvest?

• We provide shelter and support to homeless people and 

people who are at risk of becoming homeless

− In 15 municipalities between Amsterdam and The Hague

− Population of 558.000 people

− 1500 clients per annum

− 185 employees (145 fte)

− € 13,6 million turnover 

− Emergency shelter, housing and residential care, supported living.



Our playing field 

• Housing market in the Netherlands

− Private property (56,5%), social housing (29,6%), free rental 

property (13,9%)

− Shortage for starters, emergency searchers & vulnerable groups 

with low income: 1 million extra houses needed

− Spatial planning is entirely in the hands of the (local) government

• Demographic tendencies

− Increase of homeless people by 70% over the last 5 years.



Transition of the Dutch welfare state



What’s the new governmental strategy?

• The vision on the care concept has changed:

❑ from taking care (or taking over) 

 to supporting self management

❑ from focus on treatment and problem solving 

 to early warning systems and prevention 

❑ from isolation of people with a challenge

 to providing care in one’s own social environment.



What’s our main challenge for housing homeless people?

1. Transition from mainly central shelters in the largest 

municipality to decentralized units in every municipality 

2. Convincing those municipalities of their responsibility to 

rehouse their own homeless people

3. How to find houses in a housing market with an overall 

shortage

4. How to realize small and affordable housing in a market where 

all kinds of regulations impede new forms of housing.



Conditions for a successful approach

• Awareness that costs made wherever in the chain have to be 

paid by the community anyway

• Willingness of the city council and housing corporations to 

find room in legislation and regulations

• A housing market that stimulates concepts in temporary 

additions 

• Willingness of housing corporations to initiate innovative 

projects.



Tiny Houses in the Netherlands

The Tiny House movement in 

the Netherlands is about

lifestyle and sustainability



Young people, highly educated



Tiny Houses in the Netherlands



Our tiny housing solutions are a bit different…

Voorschoten:

An old school,

to be demolished 

in a couple of years

7 classrooms

To be used by 

single women with 

children



An old school…



An old school…



An old school…

Amina Jamaac (30):

‘I dream of a house of 

my own, I want my 

children to go to a 

decent school and I want 

a lot of money ☺. 

But I also want to go to 

school again myself. 

Then I can find a job, and 

show that people can go 

to school later in life and 

then get a job. I want to 

be an example to my 

children!’



A magic mix in a former house for the elderly…

Alphen:

De Jozef, a 

converted house 

for the elderly 

Small independent 

units

One floor entirely 

for Alphen24, 

hybrid forms of 

housing



A magic mix in a former house for the elderly



A magic mix in a former house for the elderly…



A magic mix in a former house for the elderly…

Pieter Schlagwein (67):

‘I became homeless and 

ended up at the shelter. 

They offered me the 

chance to live in this 

mixed facility. And I’m 

even back in my 

hometown! Fortunately, 

I’ve only been homeless 

for a very short time. 

I think it is important to 

have daytime activities, 

which is why I joined De 

Binnenvest's DIY team.’



Special forms of housing…

Leiden:

Near the railroad 

and a through road

Space boxes: 

converted sea 

containers

Used by people 

who need a quiet 

environment, no 

triggers



Special forms of housing…



Special forms of housing…



Special forms of housing…

Michel Riethoven (49): 

“After leaving detention, 

ten years ago, I was given 

the opportunity to live in 

this space box. I have been 

moved a couple of times, 

but I’m now in a nice 

place. I’m good at repair-

ing bikes and collecting 

stuff. 

One day I would like to 

have a house of my own, 

but I realize that this can 

be quite a challenge for 

me and the neighbours!”



Independent units… 

Zevenhoven:

Emergency units, 

formerly used by 

refugees

Temporary 

accommodations

Portable



Independent units…



Independent units…



Independent units…

Ge Koerts (64): 

“It’s great to live here. I 

want to stay here until I 

become 80. The space is 

limited but suits me well. 

There are shops nearby 

and public transport. I’m 

a good painter, artistic. 

I’m a go-getter, have a 

strong opinion and I am 

straightforward. I would 

like to recover - I fight 

cancer. But above all, I 

want to enjoy life!"



Building in partnership…

Leiden:

Independent units, 

12 for our people, 

4 for others

Temporarily placed 

on the playground 

of an old school, to 

be demolished in a 

couple of years

The schoolbuilding 

serves as a 

community center



Building in partnership…



Building in partnership…



Building in partnership…

Tarik Boulahfa (23):

‘Probation has assigned me to  

housing under special conditions. 

I’m happy with this place.

I am helping my brother with his 

foundation, which is my daytime 

activity. 

I’m OK now with the debt 

assistance that I had to accept, 

although that was quite the 

opposite at the beginning. I now 

understand why it has been 

arranged that way. In the future I 

want to live independently.'



and Residential care…

Leiden:

Social hostel

24/7 care on the 

premises

28 independent 

units

People suffering 

addiction and/or 

psychiatric and 

somatic problems



and Residential care…



and Residential care…



and Residential care…

Anton van Leeuwen (52):

‘'My personal quality is my 

sense of humour, despite all 

the misery I’ve experienced. 

After a car accident and a TIA, 

I lost my home. Then I came 

here. It’s difficult because I 

used to be independent and 

could take on the whole 

world. I am a member of the 

mop-up crew, which enables 

me to be outside and amongst 

other people. My goal: to 

avoid falling down and stay in 

one piece!'



Thank you for your attention!


